Air Spell For Assistance With Memory And Learning
by Jo Dunster

Moon Phase: waxing or full
Planetary Hour: Mercury (if during day)
Circle cast: optional

You will need: 
A wind-chime (and somewhere nice to hang it for a while)
A sprig of rosemary
A hazelnut
A feather quill or pen/pencil
A largish pouch

Find a nice spot preferably outside (but inside by a window would be fine too) where you can hang the wind chime (don't hang it yet).

Cast circle, call quarters (optional)

Ground and centre

Cleanse and consecrate all items

Take the pouch and as you place each object within it say:

Rosemary for memory
Quill/pen/pencil for learning
Hazelnut for knowledge

As you speak, charge each item with its relevant properties

When each object is in the pouch and before you close it say:

By the powers of Air
Winds high and fair 
Birds on the wing
Wisdom and knowledge within
I ask for assistance
Help me to learn
And to remember my lessons well

Close the bag with a whistle (from the sailors saying "whistle for a wind" ) to seal the bag and to invoke Air as well as act as a trigger

Tie the bag to the donger part of the wind chime (you know, the dangly bit that catches the wind) and hang it up 

Let the wind blow it (or give it a few taps if it isn't windy) and imagine that each time the chime rings Air energy is being released to aid you. After a while when you are ready end by saying:

I thank you Air for your aid

Close circle

You can leave the bag hanging as long as you require assistance. Bury it (if it is biodegradable) when you no longer need. Also you can train yourself to use the whistle as a trigger to remember things. For example if you want to remember something like a phone number or a name say it to your self and whistle. To recall it later whistle again to trigger the memory.


